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Abstract. The IVTV Plan (Integration, Verification, Transition and Validation
of the system before its Qualification) is developed and validated during the design stage. It details all the activities, resources, requirements, means, etc. requested during the realization stage so it is the hyphen between these two crucial stages in system life cycle. It is today necessary to help companies to better
transfer detailed design models towards realization for many reasons discussed
in this paper. Mainly, IVTV plan remains difficult to be exploited. This article
proposes a first step towards a Model-Based Realization Plan, that is, a metamodel that represents the links between models that comes from Model-Based
System Engineering and information required in the IVTV plan.
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Introduction

Systems Engineering (SE) [1][2][3][4][5] is an engineering approach covering the
whole life cycle of a system as schematized in Figure 1 and considered as a model
based approach [6] e.g. requirements, functional, physical, operational scenarios, or
configuration models.
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Figure 1: From Design to Realization, IVTV plan role and position
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The IVTV Plan (Integration, Verification, Transition, and Validation prior to the
Qualification of the system not considered here) is developed and validated during the
design stage. It details all the IVTV activities, resources, requirements, means, etc.
requested for the realization stage of a system as expected by all stakeholders. So, this
plan operates belt transmission between teams, activities and processes concerning
system design and system realization. It gathers the information necessary 1) to describe the subsystems and components that must be integrated, 2) how to proceed to
assemble these elements to get the 'right' system and to converge step by step and in
confidence towards the 'right’ then the ‘good’ system, and 3) predict and anticipate
risks and shortcomings inherent in achieving integration e.g. by defining and evaluating possible alternatives. In the mind as in the practices of design and realization team
members, this plan is still often present in the form of documents generally prepared
from templates facilitating, writing as reading and interpreting the plan. In this case
there is no real continuum of models from the upstream design activities and IVTV
activities. Causes of this rupture are multiple. First the type and nature of the expected
product (single exemplar, for a small or medium to large series, software-intensive
system, technical / socio-technical, etc.), the culture and practices of the company in
charge of all or part of the realization (on site or in factory), etc. can be of course
considered. Second design models are built by using various Design Specific Modelling Languages (DSML). These ones are generally defined by meta models highlighting at least SE core concepts and relations e.g. requirement, function, component and
interface [7]. However, concepts and relations requested for the elaboration of IVTV
plan are generally insufficiently detailed and linked with these SE core concepts
[8][9][10]. Third, some of design models, even if they have to be adapted or transformed prior to any use, can be useful for facilitating work and assuming the relation
between design and realization stages e.g. allowing integration team members to share
test bench results having to be associated to a given set of requirements defined by
design team members. Last, it should also be noted the significant lack of tools to use
wisely the models mentioned above, or adapt / change without loss or effort or undue
delays so that they become truly useful and usable. This paper aims to propose an
IVTV Plan meta model to link more closely design and realization activities by 1)
irrigating the latter with models issued from the former, eventually by using model
transformation rules and techniques, 2) facilitating the sharing of information between
the two stages, and 3) supporting IVTV project preparation and management dependently from the defined and validated plan.
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IVTV Plan meta model

2.1

IVTV definitions and needs

Processes promoted by Systems Engineering standards [1] or reference document [11]

give details about the activities to be done all along the system life-cycle. The position, the role and the relevance of IVTV Plan (detailed in [3]) is discussed below for
facilitating the interactions between these main processes as illustrated in Figure 2
and then for reaching the proposed objectives.
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Figure 2: System life-cycle and SE processes: IVTV plan position

We adopt the following definitions:
 Integration: [1] define integration process as a process that combines system elements (implemented elements) to form complete or partial system configurations in
order to create a product specified in the system requirements. Its purpose is to prepare the system of interest (SOI) for final validation and transition either for use or for
production. Integration consists of progressively taking delivery from implemented
elements (i.e. components and sus-systems of the SOI), assembling theses ones as
architected during design, and to check correctness of static and dynamic aspects of
interfaces between them.
 Verification: [1] defines the verification as the confirmation, through the provision of objective evidence, that specified (system) requirements have been fulfilled.
The verification process aims to ensure the system has been built correctly and
ready to be validated with an acceptable level of risk.
 Transition: [3] defines transition process as the process putting into operation the
verified system with its useful enabling systems to demonstrate its ability to provide
operational services expected by stakeholders.
 Validation: [1] defines the validation as the confirmation, through the provision of
objective evidence, that the stakeholders’ requirements for a specific intended use
or application have been fulfilled. The validation process aims to ensure the system
satisfies the customer and user needs as stated and agreed [11] and ready to be
qualified or exploited.
Various needs have to be taken into consideration when performing IVTV processes.
Let us first mention needs common to all processes:

- Define a global IVTV strategy as soon as possible during design phase considering
IVTV constraints from teams, and subsequent possible alternatives of associated
plans (verification, validation, integration and transition),
- Define and schedule activities to be carried out considering system and stakeholders’ requirements, and detailing tasks and operations within these activities,
- Define, forecast, reserve, prioritize, optimize and plan requested resources use:
human resources (availability, level of skills, need training or employment, etc.),
material resources (test benches, tools, etc.), organizational resources (rules and
policies, procedures, agreements, technical documents, etc.), methodological (inspection, demonstration, simulation, test) and software resources to ensure the activities, their management and logistics,
- Manage risk (technical, human, organisation, environmental, etc.),
- Define metrics, indicators (management as technical) e.g. TRL/IRL and effective
measures e.g. to evaluate risky situations occurrences or risk level,
- Manage interfaces (technical, logical, organisational) from the system, sub systems
and components,
- Organise and manage traceability (percentage of detected defaults, teams workload, anomalies, requested modifications or evolutions of the product, etc.), return
of experiment and of data reference models,
- Estimate costs of each activity taking into account various metrics e.g. related to
the set of requirements,
- Manage requirements, constraints (normative, reference, linked to the contract with
customer, etc.),
- Set up configurations of the target product under test and of its environment (reference configuration, configurations reachable, dysfunction configurations, etc.),
- Manage contributors and enabling systems IVTV along with target product IVTV,
- Dispose of tools supporting plan model building, checking, assessing in order to
reach a consensus between team members against proposed plan, alternatives, etc.
More specifically, integration requires 1) to assume that delivered components are a)
delivered in time or can be emulated by other and equivalent components in case of
delay, and b) to respect the requirements in particular in terms of interfaces, and 2) to
evaluate step by step the behaviour of the resulting assembly by applying various
techniques. Verification requires 1) to apply verification techniques (test, audit, etc.),
tools (simulators, emulators, test bench, etc.) or methodologies relevant for justifying
and demonstrating requirements (functional as non-functional) defined in design
phase are fulfilled, and 2) to trace the verification results even incomplete. Transition
requires 1) to have available the operational environment i.e. validated enabling systems, associated documents and procedures, 2) to be able to put final users in training
situations, and 3) to provide solutions in response to specific expectations from the
customer. Finally validation requires 1) to have and to be able to use all deliverables,
facts, tooled environments, etc. coming from previous activities (integration, verifica-

tion and transition) and 2) to dispose of a validation environment corresponding as
much as possible to the operational environment in which the future system has to
work providing services and evolving.
Information (requirements, activities schedule, means, skills, resources, etc.) requested to cover these needs are defined in design stage gathered in the IVTV plan defined
too during this stage. However, this plan is elaborated as a (set of) document(s) more
or less easy to write, to understand in time and to interpret without ambiguities and
sometimes huge efforts. The IVTV Plan Meta Model (IVTV PMM) presented below
formalizes, merges and makes available in a coherent manner various concepts and
relations requested and handled by the four concerned domains: design (SE core concepts), project management, risk management and IVTV (extensible to Qualification)
concepts.
2.2

IVTV PMM

This meta model is conform to EMF notation and the Ecore metamodel1. The core SE
concepts retained here are the function, component, interface, requirement and operational scenario (or use case) represented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Merging core SE, project management and IVTV concepts (partial view)
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Eclipse Modeling Framework, available online at: http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/

In a second way, the SPEM standard [12] proposed by OMG is used to describe project, process, activity, resource and other concepts and relations related to project
management domain. A risk model inspired from [13] is used for covering risks management domain (technical, financial as managerial). Last, IVTV concepts and relations are defined taking into account the needs listed before e.g. IVTV strategy, product, technique, result, or report as schematized briefly in Figure 4.
Once merged, the result is a set of 77 concepts fully interoperable with various existing SE, project and risks management principles and even tools. It is then permit to
progress step by step, in confidence during design stage and taking into account in a
common approach design maturity level, project feasibility and risk evidence when
performing the next activities:
- To define the IVTV strategy and the various alternatives of IVTV plans, preparation, determination and scheduling of activities, retained resources, needed enabling systems to design and realize, risk level and possible impacts and vulnerability of such plans or resources, etc. Teams’ members can then share and dispose of
all expected data, information and knowledge about system of interest, project, resources profiles and availability, etc. [14][15].
To check consistency and conformity but also relevance of the modelled plans by
using appropriate techniques e.g. [16][17] and by modelling and considering global
constraints, best practices, rules of thumb or policies.

Figure 4: Merging core Risk management and IVTV concepts (partial view)

- To simulate and to assess IVTV plans alternatives in order to compare them, then
to optimise and facilitate validation of the final IVTV plan to be performed.

- To manage execution of this plan and to share in time information resulting from
IVTV activities without ambiguities or doubts because reported directly in design
system models.
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Conclusion and perspectives

The IVTV PMM presented in the previous part forms the basis of a new DSML for
Systems Engineering assuming a part of the expected continuum of models between
design and realization stages. It is possible to talk about Model Based Realization
System principles. For this, at least another contribution is now expected.
Indeed, it is necessary to conceptualize and develop (with a great attention to DSML
interoperability problematic i.e. to be and stay conform and compliant in order to
become able to check the consistency of resulting models at least) a tooled approach
supporting design model transformation in order to extract from these models specific
business models used for supporting or facilitating realization as it is proposed for
instance [18] in the case of transforming SysML models [19] in MODELICA [20].
This is one of the related works currently under development.
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